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and final version was the hands of Guru Gobind Singh, and it was completed in Damdam Sahib in 1705. He added the hymns of his father, Guru Teg Bahadur, the Ninth Master, and his pair to the volume created a century ago. Since then, the authorised version has been rewritten and printed several times, and it has
been observed. His adoration or veneration is an article of faith with Sikhs. Religious literature is sometimes sectarian and monolithic, if not partisan and polemical. This can recognize several variations and shades. No word but one's own can be allowed to holiness and sovereignty. One of Guru Grant Sahib's greatest
fame is his Catholic character. Hardly any other Scripture of this growth is completely free from bias, animus and contradictions. Indeed, Grant's uniqueness in this regard is all the more surprising when we think of the obscurantism, factionalism and bigotry of the period in which he was composed. Perhaps this is the only
scripture of its kind that contains in its sacred covers songs, hymns and statements of various saints, sages and bards. For, it is instructive to note that quite a significant part of the volume carries compositions of Hindu bhakt, Muslim deities, Sufi poets and other God-intoxicated souls. Of course, their hymns and desks,
rendered in their own idiom, find ready correspondence in the songs of Sikh gurus. It is obvious that the idea of Guru Aryan Dev was to affirm the fundamental unity of all religions and the unitary nature of the whole mystical experience. It was, so to speak, a holistic congress of minds and spirits acting on one spiritual ray.
Thus, to elevate the songs of bhakts and bhats to the state of logos is to salute the power of the word, in whatever form it may be, to reveal the glory of God. For it can be witnessed that Guru Grant Sahib understands the compositions and sayings of high-born brahms and proud kashatri, as well as the so-called
disproportionate shudra and illiterate Jats. This was done at a time when the caste system in India paralyzed the conscience of man. Thus, the revolutionary egalitarianism that symbolized such a step was to become the credo of the Sikhs. First of all, the poetic and mystical collage speaks of the substantial humility of the
Sikh mind, for humility was given an honorable place in the table of virtues composed by the Guru. Guru Grant Sahib, therefore, is the sui generis of Scripture in the world. It really is, a collection of religious, mystical and metaphysical poetry written or spoken between the 12th and 17th in different parts of India. It is, at
the same time, a mirror of the sociological, economic and political conditions of those days. Satire on reactionary and tyrannical rulers, on obscurantist clergy and sects, on fake fakirs and their character, is open, uncompromising and tells. By showing the path to spiritual salvation, Guru Grant does not ignore the secular
and creative side of man. Guru Grant's poetry is itself a subject worthy of the highest attention. The language of the main language used saints evolved during the medieval period-language which, allowing for changes, still enjoyed the broad currency in northern India. Its appeal lies in its directness, energy and resilience.
Based on some local dialects, it has been left with expressions from Sanskrit, Prakrit, Persian and Arabic.Another outstanding feature of Guru Grant Sahib is the accuracy of his prosodia. While much of this, cast in traditional poetic forms (saluka and pauris), is best understood in the context of famous classical rags, its
hymns and songs use popular folk meters such as alahanis, goris, chand, etc. This complete musicalization of thought in a scientific and studied manner makes for an unusually rigorous, but flexible, discipline of metrics and Granth notation. The entire bath, whose printed version in its current format reaches 1,430 pages,
is divided into 33 sections. While the first section includes Japji's heartfelt and inspiring song written by Guru Nanak, as well as several selected pauris or verses, the final section is a collection of various poems including shawls and swayyas bhatta. The remaining 31 sections are named after famous classical rags such
as Sri, Mag, Gauri, Gujri, Devgandari, Dhansasari, Bilaval, Kedara, Malhar, Kalyan, etc. In addition, each psalm or song is preceded by a number (mohalla), denoting the name of the composer-guru from Guru Nanak. It can be noted that the Apostolic succession extends from the First to the Tenth Guru, and that the
Guru is often mentioned reverently by their place in order. Moreover, each Guru speaks on behalf of the Founder of the Guru, whose spirit permeates his successors. Nanak's house is indeed a spiritual deagon based on the complete, indestructible geometry of vision. The main hymns-Japji (Guru Nanak), Anand (Guru
Amar Das), Suhmani (Guru Aryan Dev), Rehras (Guru Nanak, Guru Ram Das, Guru Aryan Dev) are widely read solo and in the congregation by believers as and evening prayers. Their soothing and ambrosia conditioning brought comfort and cheer to countless people around the world. The Sikh philosophy embodied in
Guru Grant Sahib is primarily a philosophy of action, cause and consequence. Although in its basic necessity, it is completely in harmony with the ancient Indian thought of the origin of the world and the ultimate nature of reality, it departs from caisism, passivity and abstractions. The focus is on shared community
experiences as well as on purple and idealistic participation. The disappearance of the ego or itself is a cornerstone of Sikhism. Man, as we learn, finds satisfaction only by immersing himself in the sea of life. Thus, the path of abdication, abdication, flagpole, etc., so typical of Hindu thought, abdicates. It's enjoined by
Sikhs to be an insider, browsing with disturst of all forms of alienation. Of course, the ideal Sikh should cultivate qualities of contemplation, snort and inner in the midst of work and participation. It also regards the world as ultimately the Maya or illusions, and the life of man as a table of light and shadow, but Nirvana
cannot be achieved except through the acceptance of the reality of this unreality, and the proper arrangement of the allotted role in the phantasmagoria of life. In this regard, the relative specificity or firmness of peace should be seen as a measure of understanding. As long as a person has a role to play, an artifact of a
stage or theater should be taken for granted. For, thus, he pleased the Creator to bring to the world and his people with multiples of His self. And all creation moves on in advance plan. Many times a grand show on the ground has been installed and dismantled. The being is not given a full understanding of the essence
of reality. As for the concept of Godhead's Guru Grant Sahib, he sets on the trinity of sat cheat and anand. God is omnipotent and omniscient. He is the initiator and end. He's a male and self-propelled man. The soul also symbolizes this trinity or God within, although quite often it loses its state of bliss as a result of ego
and Id. Caught in the grids of power and pelf, he loses his true berths, and is tossed about a whirlwind of time. The soul left by the Lord or alienated from Him continues to rotate through the eons and eons of suffering. The road to heaven is paved with pity and piety. The idea of the soul as the wife of the Lord is repeated
in Guru Grant Sahib with amazing variations. The mystique of marriage is summoned over and over again to emphasize the inseparable and insouish nature of the union. The man is ordained a wife, and ordered to live in the will of the Lord. Any infidelity or transgression is imperfect. Marriage and marital images of
hymns rich, relevant and astounding. Thus, it will be seen that Guru Grant Sahib represents a comprehensive Weltans-Chauung or worldview. It offers an ideal set of values and a practical code of conduct. It's really a complete teacher. via Fathe Sikh net Linked To start downloading the file, click the RIGHT button on the
appropriate text Download, and then selct Save the Target as ... (or save the link as ..). To view the pdf (Acrobat Reader), click the left button on the corresponding download text. NOTE: The date refers to when the updated file is available for download. Compressed Word 2003 (.zip) All Siri Guru Grant Sahib in Gurmuhi,
with IndexComplete text by Siri Guru Grant in Gurmuhi including a list of content (Tatkraa). This file is in the Unicode Gurmukhi font. Size: 1.7MBDate: 08/2008Load Size: 8.97MBDate: 08/2008 Download All Siri Guru Grant Sahib in Gurmuhi, no IndexComplete text by Siri Guru Grant in Gurmuhi except for a list of content
(Tatkraa). This file is in the Unicode Gurmukhi font. Size: 1.6MBDate: 08/2008Load Size: 6.75MBDate: 08/2008 Download Siri Guru Grant Darpan Professor Sahib SinghGurmukhi text Punjabi (Gurmuhi) translation of all Siri Guru Grant Sahib. Translated by Professor Sahib Singh Ji. His computer hire was led by S. Avtar
Singh and Davinder Kaur Dhami, 3336 Bridge Road Hayward, CA 94545, United States; which received a text from Amritsar, India, and paid for the task. All this is done with the permission of Dr. Daljit Singh, M.B.B.S., M.S., Amritsar, India. Extensive formatting, text layout and conversions for computer use are made by
Dr. Kulbir S Thind. The text of Sri Guru Grant Sahib in these files is in the Unicode Gurmukhi font. Size: 6.86MBDate: 10/2006Load Size: 19.6MBDate: 10/2006 Download Mahan Kosh Bhai Kahan Singh NabhaThis (unprecedented Punjabi Dictionary) Gur Ratabadnakar Mahan Kosh, Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, available
to all in the sweet memory of His Holiness Sant Isher Singh ji Raba Sahib Vale, Bhai Baljinder Singh, 16914 Lassen St., Northridge CA 91343.This file is on the following site: Size: 23MBDate: 08/2002Download Sri Guru Grant Sahib Dictionary / Kosh Dr. Gurcharan SinghIt is the last of all available dictionaries Sri Grant
Guru Sahib. The form of the book by this Kosh is published by The Punjab University of Patiala. Size: 2.87MBDate: 03/2006Load Size: 8.71MBDate: 03/2006 Download All Words from Siri Guru Grant Sahib, GurmukhiThis document has all the words from Siri Guru Grant Sahib to Gurmuhi, and these words are arranged
in alphabetical order according to the alphabet Gurmuhi. The words in this document number about 30,000. This document can be very useful when searching for the words of Siri Guru Granth Sahib files. For example, before you make a word, you can look at all the variations of the word or the similarities in the words.
You can also copy the word to paste into the Find Dialogue box to make sure the spellings are correct to search. This file is in the Unicode Gurmukhi font. Size: 0.1MBDate: 09/2006Load Size: 0.48MBDate: 09/2006 Index download all words in Siri Guru Grant Sahib, GurmukhiA consent file in Gurmuhi, which lists all the
words and their locations of occurrence in Siri Guru Grant Sahib. The words are arranged in alphabetical order in accordance with the Gurmuhi alphabet. This file is in the Unicode Gurmukhi font. Size: 1.65MBDate: 03/2006Load Size: 4.5MBDate: 03/2006Load sentence offer SGGS in Gurmuhi with Page Line Raag
LabelAll text from Siri Guru Grant in Gurmuhi. However, the text in this document is in a format to facilitate scientific work. In this document, each sentence from Siri Guru Granth Sahib is positioned as one line (in several cases in a double line) paragraphs. Each line/paragraph is marked with a page number, line number,
Raago, and author for easy reference. NOTE: This page and line numbers are among the starting point of any given offer. Size: 2.08MBDate: 03/2003 Download Size: 4.45MBDate: 03/2003 Download alphabetical sentence sentence on SGGS's verdict in GurmukhiIt as a proposal on text suggestions with Page and Line
labels. However, in this file, the lines of text are alphabetically in accordance with the Gurmuhi alphabet using a computer. This file is made in Unicode Gurmukhi. Size: 1.64MBDate: 03/2006Download Size: 6.5MBDate: 03/2006Download Gurbani Kirtan in Gurmuhi This document contains selected Shabads (hymn
groups) from Siri Guru Grant Sahib, which are commonly used to read Kirtan. The shabadas are arranged in alphabetical order in accordance with the Gurmuhi alphabet and are optimized for the printing of handouts. These files are made using Unicode Gurmukhi fonts. Size: 0.96MBDate: 6/2008Load Size: 6.31MBDate:
6/2008 Reboot Nitnem's GurmukhiA Nitnem document (Gutka) in Gurmuhi. The Nitnem file includes Japji Saahib, Shabad Hazarai, Jaap Saahib, Tav Parsaad Sawa-yay, Anad Sahib, Rehraas Sahib, Sokhilaa and Baarah Maahaa. This file is in the Unicode Gurmukhi font. Size: 0.08MBDate: 03/2006Load Size:
0.35MBDate: 03/2006 Download Kabit bhai GurdaasKabit Bhay Gurdaas in Gurmuhi. Size: 0.15MBDate: 03/2006Load Size: 0.32MBDate: 03/2006Load Vaaraan Bhai GurdaasVaaraan Bhai Gurdaas in Gurmuhi. Size: 0.43MBDate: 03/2006Load Size: 0.47MBDate: 03/2006Download Dukh Bhanjani's Gurmukhi Selected
stanzas from Siri Guru Grant Sahib deemed beneficial for healing the mind/body. Size: 0.05MBDate: 11/2000Load Size: 0.01MBDate: 11/2000Download Chopae in GurmukhiIn Unicode Gurmukhi font. Size: 0.01MBDate: 03/2006 Download Size: 0.06MBDate: 03/2006 Maansarovara download A paper compiled by Dr.
Kulwant Singh with a collection of about 7,000 quotes from Siri Guru Grant Sahib organized by the subject. However, the accuracy of the spelling of its text has not yet been brought to the same standard as the Siri Guru Granth Sahib files. Size: 0.33MBDate: 11/2000Download Size: 0.74MBDate: 11/2000Download
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